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ABSTRACT 
The Niger Delta literature (poetry), within the last couple of decades has 
vehemently engaged issues that border on man and his environment with a view 
to making the ecosystem habitable for mankind. This study, therefore investigates 
the engagement and commitment of Niger Delta poets to environmental 
conservation, sensitization and advocacy, with particular attention to Tanure 
Ojaide’s Delta Blues and Home Songs and Albert Otto’s Letter from the Earth. 
The study applies the theoretical framework of ecocriticism, which studies the 
nature of the relationship between literature and the physical environment. This 
paper concludes that literature (poetry) in the Niger Delta region plays a vital 
role as a weapon for liberation of the environmental from land degradation, 
gaseous emission, and climate change.  In other words, Niger Delta poets, 
through the instrumentality of their arts have joined voices in the struggle for 
restoring dignity to the environment.  
Keywords: Environmental Activism; Niger Delta Literature; Tanure Ojaide; 
Albert Otto. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
In every age and clime, literature has always mirrored society, and writers’ have often shown 
concern for the convolution that besets their societies. (Chinyere Nwahunaya 108). Apparently, 
literature captures the diverse forms of interaction between various parts of society and its people. 
It has carried the burden of seeking to correct the ills in society by drawing attention to the 
oppression, and vices inimical to societal growth and human progress.  
Arguably, in recent years, ecological and environmental issues have become one of the central 
discourses in the world. It has captured a lot of attention from creative writers, environmental 
activists and critics, in the world over because of its usefulness to man’s survival. In Nigeria, this 
form of literary discourse has more roots in the Niger Delta region to any other region in the 
country. One fundamental reason discernible for the avalanche of environmental centered 
literatures witnessed in the region is that of environmental pollution that arose from capitalistic 
exploitation of the oil and gas wealth of the region. Francis Adeolaaptly captures the devastating 
impact of oil exploration on the Niger Delta milieu when he submits that, “environmental 
degradation, destruction of habitats, decimation of the modes of subsistence of the indigenous 
population…and the destruction of farmlands and fishing waters are among the contentious claims 
in the region” (77). 
From the above view, it is obvious that the exploration of oil and gas has caused and is still causing 
untold damage to human lives, property, and the environment of the Niger Delta. This is not to say 
that the only cause of environmental devastation in the Niger Delta is from the oil and gas industry. 
Indubitably, there is environmental devastation caused by the difficult terrain and weather 
conditions of the Niger Delta and those caused by human pressures and impact on the environment.    
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Affirming this position in an article titled “Addressing Environmental Problems in Africa”, The 
Africa Society, submits that: 

It is safe to say that new developments in industry and manufacturing are the root causes of 
environmental degradation over the past three decades. This has been exacerbated by rapid 
population growth, urbanization, energy consumption, overgrazing, over-cultivation of 
lands, and industrial advancements engendered by globalization (1). 

Recent developments have also shown that there have been diverse steps on the part of the people 
to escape the vulnerability and devastating effect of oil exploration on the Niger Delta milieu. The 
foregoing gave rise to insurrectionary acts and violent protests for environmental and social justice. 
The protests ranged from the very peaceful, to the inevitable armed struggles whose activists have 
been labeled ‘dissidents’ (like Isaac AdakaBoro) and “cultists’. Interestingly, the agitation against 
environmental crime meted on the Niger Delta region came to a crescendo with the establishment 
of Ken Saro-Wiwa’s Movement for the Survival of the Ogoni (MOSOP) and the Ijaw National 
congress (INC). This phase also marks a shift from complete dependence on arm struggle to what is 
called a non-violent but intellectual struggle like that of Martin Luther King by Emmanuel O. 
Akpofure. Undoubtedly, the forgoing gave rise to the intellectual consciousness of the Niger Delta 
struggle from the hard grip of environmental dislocation and suffocation. Conversely, the struggle 
for environmental justice in the Niger Delta region took a new turn with the involvement of 
creative writers through the instrumentality of their arts. This is not far from the fact that, literature, 
which is essentially the reflection of a people’s experience and world view, has been employed at 
various times, especially in Africa, to protest against injustices and oppression.  
The new twist that has been added to this advocacy sees literature been employed and deployed as 
a potent tool to project the sordid and unfavourable realities of ecological injustices and 
environmental devaluation. But more often in recent times, Poetry has been used to raise awareness 
and vehemently protest against the destruction and devaluation of the eco-system by man.  This 
form of poetry has been termed eco-poetry or nature- poetry. This kind of poetry mediates between 
the natural environment and the damage done to it by ecological “imperialists”. It further advocates 
the emancipation and restoration of the natural environment. The foregoing is evident in Tanure 
Ojaide’s Labyrinths of the Delta, Delta Blues and Home Song, The Fate of Vultures and Other 
Poems, and The Blood of Peace, Nnimmo Bassey’s Patriots and Cockroaches, Ibiwari 
Ikiriko’sOily Tears of the Delta, Nnimmo Bassey’s We Thought It Was Oil but It Was Blood 
(2002), and Ibiwari Ikiriko’s Oily Tears of the Delta (1999), Ogaga Ifowodo in The Oil Lamp 
(2005) among others. The aforementioned writers have astutely deployed their writing against all 
forms of environmental crimes committed in the region. They address and foreground ecocritical 
issues as they unfold from general abuse of the natural environment. It is in the light of the 
foregoing that this study seeks to engage Tanure Ojaide’s Delta Blues and Home Songsand Albert 
Otto’s Letters from the Earth, to highlight how the poets places premium on the sustainability, 
protection and preservation of the environment. The poets, like master archers, bend their bows and 
shoot their arrows directly at the enemy in order to draw the attention of the world to the 
unrestricted devastation and mindless ecological degradation being exhibited in the Niger Delta.  
 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
This study will be anchored on Ecocriticism. The term, eco-criticism, can be traced to the late 
1970s. It is credited to W. Rueckert’s who first used it in an essay, titled ‘Literature and Ecology: 
An Experiment in Ecocriticism’ in 1978 (Peter Barry, 1995). However, Cheryll Glotfelty and 
Harold Fromm, in their study define the term as, “the study of the relationship between literature 
and the physical environment” (xviii).Supporting this, Laurence Buell states that ecocriticism is the 
“study of the relationship between literature and the environment conducted in a spirit of 
commitment to environmentalist praxis…ecocriticism gathers itself around a commitment to 
environmentality from whatever critical vintage point” (11). 
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This stance is also shared by Michael Branch, when he observes that ecocriticism is a branch of 
literary scholarship that is meant to promote ecological literacy (viii). Tanure Ojaide further 
corroborates the above stance when he submits that “ecocriticsim is meant to make readers not only 
aware of the global environmental crisis but also for literature to suggest(s) means by which we 
might read literary texts with a new appreciation for what they reveal about the complex 
relationships that mediate interactions between humans and their environment (xiii).  
In the light of the above background, ecocriticism as an approach to literary discourse focuses on 
the burning issues that emanate from the inordinate plunder and destruction of the natural 
environment. This plunder manifests in various ways through the interactions of man with the 
environment. We talk of ecocriticism when flowers are pruned, trees are felled, oil companies flare 
gasses into the atmosphere, cars diffuse carbon iv oxide, animals hunted down in the jungles of 
Africa, roads constructed, rocks blasted and forest cleared; man and animals displaced from their 
homes and natural habitat, depletion of ozone layer through the release of chlorofluoro-carbon into 
the atmosphere, land degradation and general abuse of the natural environment. All these translate 
into serious hazards plaguing the natural environment. Thus, eco-writers set out to critically address 
these issues with a view to decrying the gross despoliation of the environment and at the same time 
creating awareness about the debilitating effects on the ecosystem. Hence, Branch observes that 
with the awareness of eco-criticism, which is what Cheryll Burges and Glofelty Fromm call “the 
relationship between human culture and the environment, literature will lead towards an 
ecologically sustainable human society” (qtd. in Ojaruega, 33). It is against the foregoing that this 
study will pay attention to the trauma that characterise environmental degradation and oil violence 
on the Niger Delta people in selected literary text. 
 
Tanure Ojaide and Albert Otto as Ecoactivists 
Ojaide is one of the most prominent African poets who is irretrievably committed to the projection 
and the preservation of the physical environment of the Niger Delta Region. His literary awards 
include the Commonwealth Poetry Prize (Africa Region, 1987), the BBC Arts and Africa Poetry 
Award (1988) and the All-Africa Okigbo Price for Poetry (1988 and 1997). His published poetry 
volumes includeLabyrinths of the Delta (1986), The Eagle’s Vision (1987) and The Fate of 
Vultures (1990). He has also published a memoir, novel and some critical works. 
An unmistakably mark of Ojaide’s art is the use of literatureas a veritable tool to engaging the 
environmental realities of his society and protest against ecological despoliation. This is to say that 
his writing border on the aesthetics of the earth and seeks to arrest the progressive degradation of 
the ecology.As a poet who is very sensitive to the reality of his environment, Ojaide is more like 
the conscience of the society, reminding the government and oil firm of the indiscriminate 
exploration. Commenting on the poet’s vision G.G Darah asserts that: 

The poetry of Tanure Ojaide… fits into the tradition ofoutrage against political injustices, 
exploitation andenvironmental disasters. On the basis of sheer output, Ojaide is the most 
prolific in the Niger Delta region. Fromhis titles, one can discern an abiding concern with 
thefate of the Niger Delta people (12). 

The above assertion is in fulfillment of what Chinua Achebe describes as a “function of African 
literature” which is to give us a second handle on reality; enabling us to encounter in the safe 
manageable dimensions of make-believe the very same threats of integrity that may assail the 
psyche in real life; and at the same time providing through the self-discovery which it imparts, a 
veritable weapon for coping with these threats whether they are found within our problematic and 
incoherent selves or in the world around us (11).Ojaide, no doubt, creates his poetry around 
environmental challenges that plague the Niger Delta region on account of oil exploration. 
In Delta Blue and Home songs, Ojaide discharges his social commitment by exposing the 
despoliation and degradation of Niger Delta’s natural environment.  
In Aridon, the persona takes up the responsibility of an environmental crusader who having 
watched with palpable pain the unmitigated pillaging of the environment by the government and his 
acolytes (oil firm), wants to draw the attention of the world to the colossal damage.  
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The poet remonstrates: 

Aridom, give me the voice, 
To raise this wail 
Beyond high walls… 

The persona having declared his intention, lament the depletion of the elements of nature that 
provides companionship: 

In one year, I have seen 
My forest of friends cut down 
Now, dust taunts my memory. 
He goes on to indict the Nigerian government which leads the pack of pillagers rather than 
championing the course for environmental protection: 
The boa thoughtless devours 
Its own offspring. Nigeria’s 

A boa constrictor in the world map (18). 
Undoubtedly, Ojaide does not leave any one in doubt about the insensitivity of government in the 
protection of the environment, and when the government which should make enforced policies 
aimed at preserving the environment is prime culprit. One only can wonder what oil firms which 
are mere profiteers can do to the environment. 
In Delta Blues, Ojaide projects the gloom that envelopes his land of birth, the Niger Delta on 
account of toxic materials that have been released into the environment. The pollution of the 
environment has also resulted in the disappearance of many plants and animals species thereby 
rendering the environment desolate and inhabitable. He reveals the tranquility and bliss that the 
society enjoyed before the arrivals of oil explorers: 

This share of paradise, the Delta of my birth 
Reels from an immeasurable wound 
Barrels of alchemical draught flow 
Inheritance I sat on for centuries 
Now crushes my body and soul… 

The effect of the emergence of oil exploration is further revealed when the persona compares the 
once vibrant region (Niger Delta) into a “death bed”: 

I live in the death bed 
Prepared by a cabal of brokers 
Breaking the peace of centuries 

My birds take flight to sea 
The animals grope in the burning bush… (12) 
Albert Otto is another poet of Niger Delta extraction whose poetry crusades against the despoliation 
and degradation of the earth’s ecology, especially that of the Niger Delta. Albert Otto was born in 
Port Harcourt, Rivers State. He graduated from the Rivers State University of Science and 
Technology. His commitment to the Niger Delta course has been overwhelming and commendable, 
through his creative works which joins in the struggle for the emancipation of the Niger Deltan 
people from the hard grip of exploitation, oppression and deprivation. His poems, which he has 
read at the British Council in Port Harcourt, reveal his interest in a civil society and conservation of 
the environment for posterity. He therefore employs poetry for reworking of environment and a 
tool to combat environmental injustices. 
In the poetry collection entitled “Letter from the earth” the poet explores and addresses the issue of 
man’s abuse of the environment and the need for man to protect and preserve the environment. This 
is foregrounded in the foreword where Anthony C. Oha presents a picture of injustices meted on 
the earth by man.  
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The state of the earth is in shambles. The earth is crying for reasoning for mankind. The state of the 
cosmos, the air, the sea, the orbit, the ever drying environment, the ozone depletion all points at 
man’s carelessness towards his only habitable environment- Earth. Our earth is our only home to 
keep and sustain for posterities. But we have killed the earth with avoidable hazards because we 
care less about posterity. 
The foregoing captures the vision and commitment of eco-poets to herald environmental 
regeneration. Hence Albert Otto in his poetry collection “Letter from the Earth” takes a fearless 
and courageous dive at the state of the environment especially its situation and addresses the likely 
effects on humanity. 
In the opening poem “The Herald” the poet begins with the clarion call lie a town crier on all lovers 
of the environment to rise to the task of correcting and combating environmental abuse and 
injustices at all forms and levels. He enjoins lovers of the earth to mediate between the environment 
and forestall factors of depoliation and degradation like: the tractors (3), the gases (4), the sewages 
(6) and enhance good relationship with it, as represented in “turn your green face to the earth” (8). 
In the second stanza of the poem the persona reechoes his commitment to herald environmental 
regeneration, thereby putting a stop to all form of environment injustices.  
 
He sings: 
Arise, all the earth, for now 
Clutch my eco-friendly pen 
A sticker for sanity 
A trumperter for traquility 
I clutch my saving cannon whenever (17) 
He concludes by reinforcing his call to all lovers of the lovers of the keep fighting for the liberation 
of the earth from abuse. This is captured in the last line of the poem thus “Arise, if you love earth 
green now” (16). 
In a similar voice, the poet further emphasized his commitment to the liberation of nature and the 
environment from abuse and mindless poaching. In “A Beach of Trash” the poet narrate his 
encounter with a tourist (a most piggy tourist) in a windswept beach, casting cans and beer bottles 
into a kind sea. Due to his love for nature he appeals to the tourist to spare the sea. In a dramatic 
dialogue the tourist question the persona in an angry tone: “What is it, is this sea yours? he barked” 
(8). 
The forgoing line is symbolic. It depicts man’s attitude to nature and his environment. It is this 
careless attitude in man that the poet is crusading against in this poem. In reply to the tourist, the 
poet sings of man’s obligation to protect and preserve the environment. 

No, I enchoed, it is ours to groom and guard 
As though it were a new born baby 
Lest, soon, too soon, our feet, our heels 
Should never again 

By way of intertextuality, the above lines can be related to Niyi Osundare’s poem tiltled “Ours to 
Plough and not to Plunder” where the poet enjoins man to protect the earth against exploitation 
and abuse. 
In “Earth captives” the poet recounts the havoc done the environment as a result of oil exploration 
and exploitation. In the first stanza of the poem, the poet laments the maltreatment and injustices 
meted on the earth by man. He harps: 

Here is a febrile earth 
That chokes with noxious breath 
Of fumes from the apocalypse 
Transmitted in an 
Atomic bomb blast; of smoke 
Huge enough to drag down acidic rains (30) 
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In the second stanza, the persona highlights the havocs and effect of environmental abuse and 
injustices on the eco-system, coming from activities of oil and gas operators in the Niger delta 
region. The poet succinctly enumerates environmental problems emanating from oil exploration. 
Some of the problem includes acidic rain, air and water pollution which has led to extinction of 
animals in bushed and all kinds of species in our rivers, stream or ponds. 

Here is a poisoned earth 
Of waste and beheaded trunks; 
Of spill that swim to the bank of rivers 
Offishesfleeing from oil spill to be trapped 
Dead in cans of greenhouse gases flying 
To other side of life at the melting point 

 
In the closing stanza the poet reminds man of the danger and effect exploring the earth which he 
interprets as declaring war against the earth. 

…nothing makes us captives quickly 
Than declaring war on earth- 
The Enemy- at dawn, and seeking 
For asylum on earth-our-camp- 
At dawn, in the heat of the fire. 

The poet is of the opinion that environmental abuse and exploitation plunges the society into 
captivity and hazards and considering the fact that the earth is our only home, he is therefore 
warming humanity against likely environmental problems capable of arising from environmental 
abuse. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 The poets examined in this study have used their poetic imagination and their literary works to 
expose and decry the unprecedented despoliation and degradation of the ecosystem of the Niger 
Delta region of Nigeria. In their respective clamour, they brought to a fall the dangers of treating 
the environment carelessly. In lieu of this, the study therefore recommends that, the poet’s role in 
advocating for the environment should not be taken for granted. Rather, it should be seen as a 
means to increasing knowledge and awareness about the environment and associated challenges, so 
as to foster eco-friendly attitudes, motivations and commitments to making informed decisions and 
taking responsible actions against environmental despoliation and injustice, caused by man’s greed. 
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